This paper presents new results on critical band masked distortion controlled quantisation of a linear transform representation of speech. In particular, fixed rate split vector quantisation of a critical band gain vector is investigated. While shown to be objectively significant in meeting masked distortion criteria, near-transparent quantisation of the critical band gain spectrum is nonetheless achieved at 1.75 kbits/sec. The relevance of this result is explained by a comparative interpretation of the parametric spectral synthesis performed by current analysis-by-synthesis, multi-band excitation and sinusoidal transform coders.
INTRODUCTION
Improved understanding and exploitation of psychoacoustic criteria has become recognised as increasingly important in realising future goals for speech and audio compression [1] . Noise shaping with respect to the LPC spectrum is taken into account in code-excited linear predictive coders by 'perceptual filtering' in the analysis-by-synthesis excitation search. Adaptive postfilters [2] increase distortion masking, and have proved significant in the acceptance of low and medium rate CELP coders by standards organisations. Recent techniques for coding of audio signals directly shape the noise spectrum based on linear transform quantisation according to a critical band just noticeable distortion (JND) objective [3] . 'Perceptual transform coding' has been applied to audio [3, 4] and wideband speech [5] . A method for calculating a masked distortion threshold for speech is reported in [6] and a spectral envelope representation based on a critical band decomposition of the Short Term Fourier Transform has been proposed [7] . Quantisation with respect to the critical band distortion threshold is however not explored. In this paper, new results are presented on masked distortion controlled quantisation of a linear transform analysis of speech. In particular, the performance of fixed rate vector quantisation (VQ) of a critical band power spectrum with regard to a masked distortion objective is investigated. The relevance of the results to the envelope quantisation rate requirements of analysisby-synthesis, multi-band excitation and sinusoidal transform coders is subsequently discussed. Fig (1) illustrates the critical band power spectrum and threshold of a 16 msec speech segment. The threshold indicates the limiting level of noise power that can be present in each critical band and be effectively masked by the signal.The threshold is calculated according to the method described in [4] . The MDCT (Modified Discrete Cosine Transform), based on a Time Domain Aliasing Cancellation (TDAC) design [8] , was used to perform the signal analysis. Quantisation of the MDCT with respect to the critical band threshold was analysed using a formulation of gain-shape vector quantisation. In this framework a 16 dimensional spectral power vector formed by the rms values in each critical band is used to normalise the transform analysis frame. Table( 1) defines critical band [9] decomposition of the 128 coefficients of a 16 msec analysis frame. Quantisation of the critical band 'gain' spectrum and the normalised coefficient vectors is performed. The reason for this formulation was motivated by considering the contributions that both quantised components make to the total distortion within each band. Based on this transform quantisation formulation, the distortion D(b) in critical band b is described by (1) where g n (b) identifies the gain and s(k) the normalised coefficients, with and the quantised versions respectively, and l(b) and u(b) the lower and upper coefficient limits of band b. The objective in perceptual transform coding can be defined as performing quantisation in each critical band such that
CRITICAL BAND DECOMPOSITION
where g th (b) defines the masked distortion threshold. The noise contributions due separately to the quantised gain and quantised normalised coefficient shape vector, with the other unquantised, can alternatively be described by the pair of modified objectives shown by equations (3) and (4).
These modified objectives suggest that the gain quantisation performance is most directly related to the threshold, with the shape distortion criteria scaled to a much smaller objective. The critical band gain vector and normalised shape vectors can be modelled as pro- 
viding different information about the transform analysis spectrum. The critical band normalising power vector could be related to providing spectral envelope information, with the shape vectors describing the spectral detail information.Detailed analyses were performed to assess the separate rate requirements for each element necessary to satisfy the masked distortion objectives. An analysis of normalised coefficient VQ assessed the per-frame total bit rate required to meet the distortion objective by adaptive rate VQ of each intra critical band vector. This analysis is discussed in detail [12] . Despite its smaller contribution to distortion power, a minimum of 11 kbits/sec is shown to be required for shape VQ. This high rate is due to frequency information in a discrete transform analysis being linked to coefficient place, with the basic rate for full spectral synthesis therefore necessarily high. Parametric coders of course represent and synthesise the spectral detail information more efficiently. The remainder of this paper concentrates on analysing VQ of the critical band gain information.
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CRITICAL BAND GAIN VQ ANALYSIS 3.1 Analysis Procedure A detailed analysis was carried out to determine the 'perceptual' performance of fixed rate VQ of the critical band gain vector by assessing the 'occurrence' or probability of masking over a range of quantisation rates for split-vector quantisation of the 16 element vector. The split vector options are specified in Table( 2). Table( 2) Gain Vector Split Options gle stage 10 bit codebook. The reduction in performance is a consequence of the non-optimality of separately designed codebook stages.
Discussion of Gain VQ Analysis Results
Gain option 1 with only two split vectors has poorest performance while gain option 3 gives the best equitable masking performance over all the critical bands. Gain options 2 & 4 however, achieving higher probability of consistent masking in the lower critical bands, perform better subjectively. The lower probability (0.5-0.6) of meeting the masked distortion objective in the higher bands does not impact significantly on subjective performance. This can be explained by considering the 'meaning' of the critical band threshold. While the threshold indicates the level of narrow-band noise power that can be masked, the speech signal in higher frequency bands is typically modelled by a noise-like unvoiced spectrum. The objective noise criteria therefore appears to have limited subjective validity in the highest critical bands. Fig(3) illustrating cross-sectional plots from Fig(2) for gain option 2, highlights only marginal reduction in masking probability by halving the quantisation rate from 20 to 10 bit codebook allocations. Although the higher quantisation rate ensures consistent probability of meeting the distortion objective in the lower critical bands, the probability of unmasked distortion at the lower rate is reflected in only very slight subjective difference, the coded speech being virtually indistinguishable.This result is significant in that it suggests that for critical band gain information a fixed quantisation rate of 1.75 kbits/sec is sufficient to meet the distortion objective at a probability consistent 
FINAL DISCUSSION
The significance of this result can be explained by a comparative interpretation of the spectral envelope synthesis performed by current analysis-by-synthesis, multi-band excitation (MBE) and sinusoidal transform coders (STC). In both the MBE and STC coders, envelope analysis is harmonic specific. If the pitch range typical for speech is matched to the critical band scale then, except for the very lowest pitched male speakers, the critical bands contain mostly one or two harmonic components. The results presented here suggest that quantisation of the harmonic amplitudes related to critical band masked distortion objective may allow lower quantisation rates than currently used. These analysis models would in particular provide a ready format for direct implementation of a masked distortion quantisation objective. In comparison, the long term postfilter section of the highly successful adaptive postfilter [2] also effectively forces harmonically resolved noise shaping consistent with a critical band resolution, particularly in the low frequency region. With LPC envelope quantisation at 1.1 kbits/sec, this remains an effective combined route to `indirectly' realising a critical band masked distortion objective than encoder driven shaping.
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CONCLUSIONS Quantisation of the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform was analysed with respect to a critical band masked distortion objective in terms of transform spectra decomposed into a critical band gain spectrum and Gain quantisation performance is shown to have greater objective significance in matching the masked distortion objective than normalised coefficient VQ. While critical band gain quantisation performance is shown to be objectively significant to ensure distortion masking, a quantisation rate of only 1.75 kbits/sec is nonetheless demonstrated to be sufficient for near transparent coding. The significance of this result was explored with respect to the spectral synthesis models of current low and medium rate speech coders.
